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MMI 410 MUSIC ENGINEERING CAPSTONE: ISO-BOOTH BASS TRAP 
 

MOTIVE 
 
 Because of the rise of technology, the need for professional recording studios has 

diminished.  A good microphone and preamp, a level listening and recording environment, and a 

MacBook are all it takes to create quality recordings.  Don’t get me wrong; professional 

recording studios are far from obsolete.  If I had access to Weeks Studio for the rest of my life, 

no way I’d try to record in my bedroom.  However, many pop songs you hear on the radio were 

mixed in the box, proving that it’s definitely possible to get away without the consoles, live 

tracking rooms, and outboard gear. 

 Like I mentioned before, there are a few dimensions to recording that engineers can’t live 

without.  While mics and preamps can be interchanged easily, the space in which recordings and 

mixes are produced cannot.  Because most bedroom studios are an afterthought, in-home 

engineers cannot alter room dimensions and structural material without serious renovation.  In 

my own bedroom studio, the two biggest issues I face are low frequency resonances during 

mixing and unwanted room reverb while tracking.  I also have limited space.  The solution – 

portable, lightweight bass traps that also function as isolation booths.  

DESIGN 

  To create a space-efficient design, the isolation booth aspect of my bass trap had to be 

collapsible.  The materials I chose also had to be lightweight but dense enough to trap high 

intensity sound waves.  Fiberglass is difficult to work with, but it was the best option for my 

prototype.  I ordered 24"x48"x2" Owens Corning 703, which became the foundation of my 

design.  I decided to implement a panel bass trap and leave an air gap between my fiberglass 

panels and the wall.  With this method, I could cover a larger surface area with the least amount 
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of material.  Because I couldn’t put hinges directly on the fiberglass, I had to enclose each panel 

in a wooden frame made from pine.  I could then hinge together each panel to create a three-

sided isolation booth.  I knew I couldn’t leave the fiberglass exposed, so I covered each panel 

with acoustic mesh.  

BUILDING 

The frames were made with pre-cut pieces of pine wood from home depot, screws, and 

caulking adhesive.  Once the adhesive dried, I drilled together each corner of the frame.  I then 

used a spray adhesive to secure the fiberglass within the frame.  The two smaller panels were 

half the size of the main backing panel so they could fold together into one 24"x48"x4" block.  

Once all the panels were put together, I used piano hinges to connect the smaller two panels to 

the main panel.  I then covered each panel with acoustic mesh using a staple gun.  
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BASS TRAP TESTING 

 To test the efficiency of my bass trap, I used a software called Room EQ Wizard to 

capture nine different SPL frequency responses of my room.  The software played a sine sweep 

from 20-20 kHz and an omnidirectional microphone captured the results.  Each response was 

measured at nine different locations, and the average is presented in the following graph. 

 
Figure -1: SPL response of untreated room (40 Hz – 20k Hz). 

 

As you can see from Figure-1, low resonant peaks occurred at 46 Hz, 88 Hz, and 130 Hz.  In the 

corners of the room, there were also notable boosts between 200-400 Hz.  I then ran the same 

nine measurements as before, but this time placed my bass trap in the back-left corner of the 

room.  Keep in mind that these results are only reflecting the addition of one bass trap.  Ideally, 

all four corners of the room would be treated, resulting in a much more even attenuation.  

However, even with the addition of only one bass trap, the results are promising.  Figure-2 shows 

the frequency response of the back-left corner of the room.  The red response is of the untreated 

corner, but the blue response represents the addition of the bass trap. 
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Figure-2: Response of back left corner of room. Red response is untreated, blue is with bass trap (42 Hz – 5k Hz). 

Not only were the resonant peaks decreased, but the addition of the panel bass trap also removed 

an average of 4 dB between 200-400 Hz.  Similar results were collected for the responses 

measured in the direct center of the room.  Again, red represents the response of the untreated 

room and blue represents the response of the room with the bass trap.  

 

Figure-3: Response of the center of room. Red response is untreated, blue is with bass trap (42 Hz – 5k Hz). 

 The final graph in Figure-4 compares the averages of the frequency responses collected 

in the left and center of the room.  I did not factor in the right side of the room because the bass 
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trap only resided in the back-left corner.  Following the same color schematic as before, the 

graph shows the bass traps ability to capture low resonant frequencies.  Figure-4 is scaled 

between 40-500 Hz to capture the detail of the low end. 

 

Figure-4: Response of averages of room. Red response is untreated, blue is with bass trap (40 Hz – 500 Hz). 

As the results prove, there are attenuations at our original low-end resonances, as well as an 

overall taming of frequencies between 100-500 Hz.  When only considering the left and center of 

the room, the single bass trap evens out the room’s frequency response, resulting in a more 

accurate listening environment.  

ISO BOOTH TESTING 

 I received similar positive results when testing the functionality of the isolation booth.  I 

asked a vocalist to sing the same phrase twice into a cardioid microphone placed in the corner of 

the room, the first time without the isolation booth and the second time with the booth. 

Following the same color scheme, the frequency responses of each take are displayed in Figure-

5. 
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Figure-5: SPL response of vocal takes. Red response is untreated, blue is in isolation booth (0 Hz – 20k Hz). 

From first glance, we can see that the isolation booth keeps unwanted low frequencies out of the 

signal while also evening out the upper registers.  To evaluate each signal in more depth, I 

created two separate waterfall graphs.  Waterfall graphs allow us to visualize how slowly a given 

frequency decays in a room over time.  The untreated signal is displayed in Figure-6, and the iso-

booth signal in Figure-7. 

 

Figure-6: Waterfall graph of untreated vocal take (20 Hz – 20k Hz). 
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Figure-7: Waterfall graph of treated vocal take (20 Hz – 20k Hz). 

From the graphs, we can determine how long in milliseconds it takes for each frequency 

to decay.  In our vocal take without the isolation booth, our low and mid frequencies have a 

decay time of more than two seconds.  When the isolation booth is in place, most of the low and 

mid frequencies decay before one and a half seconds.  It’s also interesting to note the different 

ways the resonant frequencies of the voice are effected.  In our open-room signal, the resonances 

of the voice, between 2-4 kHz, are buried within the reverb of the room.  However, our isolation 

booth preserves the natural resonance and timbre of our singer.  

CONCLUSION 

 Even though my prototype is effective, there are modifications I’d like to make in the 

future to improve the design.  First off, I’d like to make each panel an inch thinner, and add two 

more.  This way, I can increase the size of my isolation booth without increasing the overall size. 

I also need to figure out a way to make the trap more portable.  Ideally, users should be able to 

take down and store each bass trap when not in use, freeing up more bedroom space.  


